Jürgen Beyer
Donations by strangers to Lutheran churches during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries
The history of church furnishings has long been studied by art historians,
concentrating on the works of individual artists, on certain kinds of
furnishings (such as pulpits or epitaphs) or on individual churches as a
whole. In more recent years other historical sciences, too, have investigated
how space in church was used and how members of the parish staked out
their place in the church interiors according to their position in local society.1
Most of the work done so far has confined itself to the territory of a
single nation state. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, however,
borders were rarely marked out in the landscape and certainly not on the sea.
Seafarers would sail freely from port to port and from country to country. We
should also remember that Lutheranism was not the religion of a single state
but served as state religion in all of Scandinavia, the Baltics and most of
northern Germany (plus some pockets in the south). The Baltic Sea can thus
rightly be termed a mare Lutheranicum. Understanding the religious practices
of Lutheranism demands approaching the material with a horizon as broad as
that of early modern Lutherans who certainly knew well that their faith
extended beyond state and language borders, as can be concluded from Ernst
Salomo Cyprian’s coverage of the Reformation jubilee in 1717,2 as well as
from the geographical scope of collections conducted for the benefit of
parishes and individuals in need.3
Most earlier studies on parishes are, by their very nature, parochial in
the literal sense, but there are also regional, interregional and even
transnational dimensions to the history of church furnishings. Here one could
think of the well-known fact that many of the more skillful works of art had
been produced by master craftsmen in towns far away. Much less studied is
the lively second-hand trade with church furnishings.4
The present essay proposes to investigate an aspect of church
furnishings which has hardly received any scholarly attention at all: the
donation of church furnishings by strangers whose home could be as close as
the nearest town but also as far away as many hundred miles across the sea.
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This approach fills an important gap in the existing research, since it shows
that parishes were not always the self-contained institutions they have often
been portrayed as. Donations in general, on the other hand, did catch the
attention of scholars in recent years, possibly because of the importance of
foundations for financing these scholars’ own research.5
The evidence presented in this essay is, admittedly, of patchwork
character, or to put it more politely, the sources and the literature on this topic
branch out as widely as the shipping routes of yesteryear. Important sources
to the origins of church furnishings are the inscriptions they often bear. The
interest in such inscriptions is much older than scholarly art history, since
they were already recorded by early antiquarians, some of whom are
currently being rediscovered as the forefathers of cultural history.6
The essay will primarily, though not exclusively, draw on material from
churches around the Baltic Sea, i. e., from areas in which more than 99.9 per
cent of parishes were Lutheran in the period under investigation and where
most parishioners had never met an adherent of another creed. Studying
Lutheranism on a large scale allows us to observe a clearer pattern in
phenomena hardly discernible in small-scale studies. The concentration on
Lutheran countries, however, is not meant to suggest that donations by
strangers did not occur in other confessions or before the Reformation. A
comparison with other creeds has not been feasible as that would have
multiplied the amount of primary material to be assessed, while a comparison
with medieval donations by strangers is not meaningful in the Baltic Sea area
due to the paucity of sources.7
Furthermore, a juxtaposition of donations before and after the
Reformation would suggest an evolution from one culture of donations to
another. The limited evidence consulted for donations by locals, however,
rather suggests an interregnum of no donations lasting several decades. While
donations for the benefit of one’s soul had ended with the official
introduction of the Reformation in the 1520s and 1530s, a new wave of
donations can first be observed during the last third of the sixteenth century,
and now in a firmly Lutheran context.8 It might be possible to draw a clearer
picture by studying local donations from the sixteenth century in depth, but
the sources available for donations by strangers certainly do not lend
themselves to such an analysis. In any case, the present essay is not interested
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in how a Lutheran culture of donations came about, rather how strangers
participated from the second or third generation of Lutherans onward.
Before drawing conclusions about the involvement of strangers in
certain parishes, one should, of course, make sure that the donation in
question is still preserved in its original place.9 As mentioned, there existed a
lively second-hand market for church furnishings. Items made of costly metal
were often stolen; sometimes they would end up later in other churches.10
Another methodological precaution concerns inscriptions on donations. They
were in most cases put on the item by craftsmen, not by the donators
themselves, and the frequent spelling errors makes one doubt the spelling
skills of many craftsmen.11 Particularly poor seems to be the spelling on bells,
possibly because bells were, after all, hidden from the eyes of the
churchgoers.12 Only rarely, however, things will have gone as wrong as in the
case of a new bell for the church of Emmelsbüll (West Sleswick) in 1704. The
bell founder had been instructed to put a lengthy inscription in Latin with the
names of several office holders onto the bell, but when the bell was finished,
the inscription only contained a year, and even that was wrong, 1074 instead
of 1704!13
Some donations evade further analysis, since the reason for giving the
item is not known – the inscription simply states that it was donated by a
person foreign to the parish. A few examples: A Tallinn official participated in
the gift of an organ to the town church of Haapsalu on the Estonian coast in
1667. Apparently this was a rather modest instrument, since in 1683 it was
replaced by a better one given by the owner of two manor houses 15 to 20 km
away but outside the borders of Haapsalu parish.14 Hans Siwersøn of Rønne
(Bornholm) gave a chandelier to the church in the neighboring town of Hasle
in 1696.15 The master of the Stockholm seine-netters’ guild donated a
chandelier to the church of Naantali (Finland) in 1754.16 Some time before
1764, the town and district scribe Jørgen Madsen from Svaneke on Bornholm
had given a small bell to the church of Gudhjem on the same island.17 Future
archival research might illuminate the background of these and similar
donations, allowing to place them in one of the categories detailed below, but
first some words on pastoral care for foreigners.
Pastoral care for foreigners
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During the Middle Ages, in many northern European trading towns churches,
or at least chapels within normal parish churches, were set aside for foreign
merchants. Which solution was used, depended largely on the number of
foreign merchants regularly visiting or permanently living in town.18
Similarly, in the coastal countryside chapels were built at seasonal fishing
hamlets.19
In what way did this change with the Reformation? Since Lutherans
abolished monasteries and pilgrimages, the parish principle became even
more dominant than it had been in medieval times.20 Everyone was expected
to go to church in the parish he or she was living in. As simple as this
principle may sound, as difficult it was to apply to parishioners travelling or
living abroad. Another Reformation principle had created an additional
problem: Sermons were to be held in the language of the congregation. How
should this be done with a significant number of parishioners speaking
another language?
One solution was to appoint clergymen to preach in the required
languages. Such foreign language sermons could be held in some church
otherwise used by the majority population, but if the foreigners’ congregation
grew in numbers, it would often acquire a building of its own.21 One may note
that such foreigners’ churches do not fit well into the customary picture of
Lutheran state churches around the Baltic Sea. The parish territory of
foreigners’ churches overlapped with that of other parishes in town.22
Furthermore they could not use the liturgical handbooks of the state church
because they used another language.23
Another way of catering for the spiritual needs of seafarers consisted in
hiring clergymen to serve onboard ship. This was already practiced during
the middle ages, but few details are known, apparently due to the short-term
character of these employments. Assumedly, clergymen were only hired
when several ships sailed together, since the number of staff on a cargo ship
was too small to support clergymen (or the profit of the journey too small, if it
was the ship-owner who paid the salary). The provision of pastors to serve
the crew seems only to have been institutionalised in oversea trading
companies and in the navy. Both the Danish and the Swedish navy employed
deans to supervise the sailing clergy. Future research will hopefully bring
more light into this aspect of pastoral care. It might even have been an
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important channel for spreading the Reformation in the Baltic Sea area, and
later on it might have provided funding during the early career steps of many
a Lutheran pastor.24
While pastoral care to strangers was at the root of many donations to be
discussed in the following, the essay will not consider foreign language
churches as such, since their parishioners, after all, were at home in the towns
concerned, even though they used a language different from that of the
majority. Donations to these churches by strangers on shorter visits will, of
course, be considered.
How long such a stay had to be in order to turn a stranger into a local, is,
of course, open to debate. Some donations from Lutheran students to the
Lutheran church in Leyden, for instance, were clearly made by students
studying at the university for a longer period, while others only had passed
through the city on their journeys. Many of the donations recorded by this
church can probably be placed on the borderline between local and foreign.25
Chartered rights
On the coast of southern Scania we find examples of foreigners enjoying
chartered rights to use a certain part of the local church. These rights did not
remain uncontested. On August 18, 1600, for instance, the Lubeck town
council wrote on behalf of the Schonenfahrerkompanie (i. e., the guild of
merchants specialising in trade with Scania) to the town council in Malmö,
complaining that their merchants’ pews and the coats of arms in the windows
(apparently in stained glass) had been illegally removed from the church in
Malmö. These ornaments had at least partly been added to the church after
the Reformation, since it is stated that they had been donated by the
merchants and their predecessors. The Lubeck town council asked its Malmö
counterpart to return these items or otherwise conduct proper expropriation
procedures. Since the windows also contained the coats of arms of Rostock,
Stralsund and Wismar, the Lubeck town council informed the neighboring
towns about the affair two days later and asked them to join Lubeck in its
efforts to have the items restored to their original place.26
Apparently, not much came out of this at Malmö. 25 years later, a
supplication sent by the Schonenfahrerkompanie to the Lubeck town council
states that many years ago the coats of arms had been taken out of the
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windows which otherwise had been in a perfect state of repair. The pews
which originally had been placed below these windows had been removed to
some chapel27 while new pews at the same place had been rented out to
Malmö citizens. Now things were getting even worse. Near the former place
of the windows and of the pews, Lubeck merchants also owned two tombs.28
One of the tombstones had been entirely removed, while the other had the
coat of arms chiselled out.29
At Falsterbo (at the southernmost tip of present-day Sweden), the
Lubeckers owned a church which also served as their assembly hall when
visiting the town. Apparently, the building was not used as a parish church
by the town’s remaining population, so this might have been more of a
foreigners’ church in its own right. In 1650, the building was in a state of
disrepair. The governor of Scania asked a Lubeck representative to see to its
repair, otherwise the Lubeckers would lose their privileges. As a result, the
Lubeck Schonenfahrerkompanie decided to collect money among its members,
and also the town council contributed financially to this purpose.30
Lubeck involvement in the churches on the southern coast of presentday Sweden did not end here. In St Mary’s church at Ystad, the Lubeck
Schonenfahrerkompanie had paid for a stained glass window, adorning it with
its coat of arms showing three herrings.31 In the church of Landskrona a pew
was called “the Lubeck shipmaster pew.” It, too, was decorated with three
herrings as well as with the Lubeck eagle.32 Assumedly, in these churches the
Lubeckers held some chartered rights as well.
Territorial dependancy
A few miles downstream from Lubeck but still on territory belonging to the
town, the church of Schlutup received a chandelier and a sconce in donation
from the Lubeck town councillor Johann Spangenberg in 1587.33 Their
inscriptions do not explain the background for this donation. Another Lubeck
town councillor and a Lubeck burgomaster were commemorated in two
stained glass windows in the chapel of Tramm (near Mölln). This village
formed part of Lubeck’s territory, too. Two further windows displayed the
Lubeck coat of arms and the Lubeck eagle. The last of these windows also
carried the date 1633, which probably applied to the entire set.34 Presumably
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we are here dealing with a demonstration of the town’s sovereignty over the
village financed – at least partly – by the officials commemorated.
Economic connections
A number of donations resulted from the economic connections donators
maintained with the parishes receiving their gifts as can be seen on the island
of Gotland in the middle of the Baltic Sea. Here the limestone industry
flourished around 1700. Lime kilns had been set up in many places all around
the island. The export of quicklime and slaked lime contributed significantly
to Gotland’s economy. Ships from Sønderborg in the Duchy of Sleswick
played an important rôle in transporting Gotlandic lime to the southern and
western shores of the Baltic Sea. It comes therefore as no surprise to find
donations from Sønderborg shipmasters to churches on Gotland.
The church of Rute in the northeastern part of Gotland houses a painted
wooden panel with some ornaments and a Swedish inscription: “To the honor
of God and the decoration of the church, this painting has been donated by
the following: Christian Hööck, Mathias Rijper, Jöns Jöranson Hophman and
Hans Krabbe from Sønderborg. Anno 1730.”35 In the nearby church of Hellvi,
a gallery is adorned with 13 paintings showing Christ and the Apostles and
carrying a German inscription: “The following below-mentioned wellexperienced shipmasters from Sønderborg let this gallery paint for the honor
of God, the decoration of the church and the remembrance of their names.
September 21, 1704.” Then follow the names of 16 shipmasters.36 The church
of Hellvi also owns a baptismal dish with another German inscription:
“Shipmaster Hans Jaspersen of Sønderborg, 1704.”37
Most of the shipmasters mentioned at Hellvi appear regularly in the
Gotland customs accounts. They would normally attend five harbors in the
parish of Hellvi. The donations of the Sønderborg shipmasters are probably
connected with a major renovation the church underwent in 1703 when
owners of lime kilns located in the parish donated an altarpiece, a baptismal
font, a bench to seat singers and a cupboard with a lock. Not paying tithes but
using the church regularly, the shipmasters possibly felt obliged to contribute
something as well. The wooden panel in the church of Rute might be the
result of similar sponsoring (but in this case no relevant archival records
survive).
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In another Gotland church, at Fröjel, a visitor noted in 1864 some pew
inscriptions (which have since disappeared), one reading “the Rostockers”
(Diie Rostockers) and another “shipmasters 1638” (Skippers 1638), while a third
and similar inscription had been damaged. Apparently the pews formerly
had seated foreign shipmasters.38 Yet another church on Gotland,
Gammelgarn, has a pew with a Swedish inscription, probably dated 1768,
reading: “This is a free pew for visitors” – a welcome offer since in Lutheran
churches most pews were rented out to specific persons.39
Across the sea to the east, the island of Ruhnu in the Gulf of Riga was
adorned with several window panes of stained glass, dating from the
seventeenth century. One of them, of 1665, appears not to be given by a parish
member but by a Tallinn merchant.40
Moving westward, in the town of Rønne on the island of Bornholm, the
church received, probably at the end of the sixteenth century, a sconce with a
Low German inscription stating that this was a donation by Bartram Bunsow
of Greifswald.41 Assumedly, he made his living in the trade between the two
towns.42 Yet further to the west, the sconce donated by a man from Hamburg
to the German church in Fredericia in Jutland during the second half of the
seventeenth century might have been given for similar reasons.43
Patronage
In many – but not all –Lutheran regions, the upkeep of churches was
organised through patronage. The person who had inherited or bought the
patronage rights was responsible for the upkeep of the church in exchange for
ceremonial privileges, the power to nominate the incumbent and – often – to
receive the tithes. Church patronage, however, showed many variations over
space and time.44 Strictly speeking, though, donations were not the duty of a
patron since he only had to pay for the upkeep of the building, but donations
did nonetheless occur frequently in this context. A patron would normally be
responsible for the local church, but, especially if he was very rich, he could
also run churches further away and would thus be of interest for the present
essay.
The church of Å on the island of Bornholm belonged to the cathedral
chapter at Lund in Scania which allocated this benefice to one of its members
who would then hold the jus patronatus. One such patron appears to have
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paid in 1623 for the painting of the pulpit which had been built some ten
years earlier.45 The Swedish Admiral of the Realm Carl Carlsson Gyllenhielm
paid for the erection of an entire church on the already mentioned island of
Ruhnu in 1644. Gyllenhielm held the island as a fief, but he did not live
there.46 Gyllenhielm is otherwise known as a deeply pious man who
financially supported education, his tenants and even a German prophet.47
Another member of the Swedish high nobility, Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie
(1622–1686), provided no less than 37 churches with gifts.48 For many of these
churches he had responsibilities as a patron.
Donations in cash
From time to time account books mention gifts in cash by strangers, but
mostly they do not tell why the money was given,49 even though the money
could come from very faraway places as in the case of the Lisbon merchant
who donated almost 200 rixdollars to the German church in Gothenburg in
1672.50 Poor-boxes located in harbors might partly have served to collect fines,
but the income was given to the local parish or a leper-house.51
Donations in cash could also be paid out of an endowment as in the case
of the church of Oldenburg in Holstein. A Lubeck merchant had set up an
endowment of 100 Lubeck marks in 1606 to be administered in Lubeck, the
intererests of which were to be paid to the Oldenburg church every year at
Michaelmas as long as the Word of God was preached there in accordance
with the Augsburg Confession.52 In 1570, the Lubeck town council received an
endowment of 60 Lubeck marks, donated by the late Warner Meÿe, town
councillor in Riga. A candle at Our Lady’s Church in Lubeck should be
maintained in perpetuity from the interests.53 The interests of a Lubeck
endowment of local origin, dating from 1625, were to be paid in kind as well,
in the form of candles each year at Christmas, to the church of Warder some
25 km beyond the town walls.54
Votive gifts
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Lutherans had access to many
especially designated votive churches spread throughout the countryside.
Poorly endowed churches would be particularly sought out for thanksgiving
when a prayer had been heard. Most of these gifts consisted of coins placed in
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collection boxes and are thus anonymous. While the use of votive churches
was largely supported by the clergy during the seventeenth century,
theologians would increasingly distance themselves from this practice in the
course of the eighteenth century.55
Votive churches inland were mostly frequented by people from the
neighboring parishes, but some coastal ones would also serve the faithful
across the sea. In Falsterbo, for instance, the south Swedish town already
mentioned, the church received gifts in cash on St John’s day (June 24), as was
noticed by Carl Linnæus on his visit in 1749. People were visiting from far
away, and earlier large numbers had come from Denmark.56
Fladstrand church, built on the eastern coast of Jutland in 1690 at the
location of present-day Frederikshavn, could in 1727 pride itself of the
following paintings presented by seafarers: one showing John the Baptist,
given by Henrik Brask of Kalundborg on Zealand; another showing Peter’s
miraculous draught of fishes, donated by Søren Svane of Århus; a third one
with Christ and the disciples on Lake Gennesaret, paid for by Just Simonsen
of Randers (Jutland); a fourth one depicting the Magi, given by Peder
Christensen of Ålborg. While shipmaster Hans Bruun from Flensburg had
paid for the fifth one, visualising the surrection of the dead, shipmaster
Henrik Lorentsen from the same town had given the sixth painting, showing
Moses and Christ. In addition, Jørgen Nielsen and Anders Hansen Storm
from Århus had presented the church with a ship model.57
The chapel on the island of Løvøy (Vestfold, Norway), too, received a
gift from a shipmaster. In 1722, Ole Lorentzen of Holmestrand, a few miles
northwest of Løvøy, commemorated being rescued from distress at sea by
donating a painting.58
The church of Jannerup in northwestern Jutland similarly received gifts
from seafarers. When in distress, they would make vows to donate cash to
this church. Judging from the account books, the seamen’s calls for help had
been heard in very many cases. Jannerup votive church even served its
customers at more conveniently located outlets: two collection boxes were
placed at Thisted, the nearest town, which was easier to reach by sea.59
Votive churches constituted an exception to the way parishes were
financed in the state-church, since their income for a significant, if not the
larger part, was not derived from burials, pews, landed property or tithes but
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from small donations in cash, mainly made by strangers. This could even be
spelled out in an inscription as in the case of the church on Flostaøya
(Southern Norway) where one could read above the door to the chancel that
the church was maintained by seafarers who had experienced distress at sea.60
The Danish island of Sejerø (off Zealand) does not seem to have been
held in esteem as a votive church, but in 1715 it nonetheless received a bell in
response to a vow, as testifies the inscription: “Friderich Rostgaard has given
me, [as] promised in 1711, to Sejerø church because he remained healthy and
stayed alive.” The vow was obviously made during the plague of 1711.
Rostgaard did not live on the island, but he was the patron of the church to
which he on other occasions donated more items – with no mention of a vow
in the inscriptions.61 This case might therefore also have been treated above in
the section on patronage.
In other cases it is not clear whether a vow had been made, but it is
evident that certain gifts were made after a succesful rescue, though to
churches otherwise not specialised in servicing vows. In 1664, for instance,
Swedish countess Maria Sophia de la Gardie gave a substantial sum for the
building of a chapel on the Finnish island of Nötö after having been rescued
from distress at sea in the vicinity. She also provided the chapel with two
candlesticks.62 A chandelier in the church of Svaneke on Bornholm bore the
following inscription in German: “On December 4, 1673, in the evening
between 8 and 9 o’clock, Lubeck citizen Johan Hennings was shipwrecked
here off Svaneke and gave this chandelier to the honor of God and the
decoration of the church.”63 The date mentioned was at the very end of the
shipping season.64 Probably Hennings had to stay all winter at Svaneke and
owed thanks not only to God for his rescue but also to the townspeople for
giving him shelter. In 1734, Dorothea Schwartz, who was said to have been a
Norwegian captain’s wife, donated a painted banner of silk to the church on
the Danish island of Tunø (near Samsø) to commemorate her rescue from
distress at see on that island 21 years earlier.65 A former Copenhagen prisoner
who had been freed by the intercession of the Danish queen, apparently
before 1730, donated a ship model to her chapel, possibly in 1738.66
The seaside chapel of Hanko (at the southernmost tip of Finland) was
the beneficiary of another version of thanksgiving. Seafarers regularly
donated money to this chapel when a journey had been succesfully completed
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even if it had passed without a single dramatic episode. Vows are not
mentioned in connection with this custom.67
Healings at miraculous wells would also lead to donations by strangers
to nearby churches. A royal official of Glückstadt on the Elbe, for instance,
donated in 1681 brass candlesticks for the altar of the church in Bramstedt
some 30 km away. An inscription states that the donation served to
commemorate his recovery from quartan fever, due to the Bramstedt waters.68
That year, a miraculous well had sprung up in the parish which attracted
many patients and repeatedly made the news headlines. Today the place is a
spa (Bad Bramstedt).69 In many cases, though, donations consisted of coins
dropped anonymously into a poor-box placed near the well but administrated
by the parish church, allowing only analysis of the income derived from this
source but not the backgrounds of the donations.70
The oral traditions of later centuries, on the other hand, which explain
many donations to coastal churches as votive gifts, should probably be
disregarded in most cases since only rarely can any documentary evidence be
found to support the claims.71
Family ties
A number of gifts have their background in the donators’ family ties to the
parishes concerned. In 1737 a Lubeck merchant gave a wine-jug to the church
of Travemünde where his brother served as head of administration
(Stadthauptmann).72 Travemünde was located on Lubeck territory at the mouth
of the Trave. The same church had received a new altarpiece in 1723 from a
relative to the Travemünde pastor. This donator probably lived in Lubeck as
well.73 Another relative gave a new pulpit twelve years later.74 In 1716, the
widow of a Gothenburg goldsmith donated a chandelier to the church of
Våthult some 100 km to the southeast of Gothenburg. She did so apparently
on the advice of her son-in-law who had been born in that parish.75 Another
chandelier was given to the church of Danmark near Uppsala in 1676. The
donator, a Stockholm clergyman, had been born in the parish. He had the
chandelier placed above the tombstone of his father. The inscription of the
chandelier, however, does not mention the father, only the Stockholm
clergyman and his wife as well as the local incumbent.76
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Former ties to the parish
Several gifts were – as the example just mentioned – made by people who
were not living in the parish at the time of donation, having moved away
some time earlier. Such donations can probably be seen as an effort to be kept
in fond remembrance with the locals, as a token of thanks or as a sign for an
emotional attachment to the parish of origin.
After the church of Emmelsbüll (West Sleswick) had undergone
renovation at the end of the seventeenth century, a man from another parish
in the vicinity, who had grown up at Emmelsbüll, donated a wafer-box of
silver and a scarlet red altarcloth.77 Not far away to the north, at Daler, a
Lubeck burgher donated a pulpit in 1606 and participated in the donation of a
bell in the following year – together with his brothers who apparently were
still living in the parish.78
Yet a bit further to the north, the church of Skærbæk received a donation
of 500 marks from a scholar who died in Lubeck in 1633. The money was to be
used “to paint and decorate the interior of the church in which he had been
baptised,” as an inscription informed visitors to the church.79
A man from Rønne on the island of Bornholm, who had emigrated to
Pomerania as a young man, donated a gallery to the church of his home town
in 1721. The gallery was apparently not produced locally, but was shipped
ready-made from Pomerania to Bornholm. This would explain why the
inscription originally was held in German.80 Claus Wiese who emigrated to
Batavia (today’s Jakarta) and made a fortune as a gravedigger (!), bequeathed
3000 guilders to his home church of Schönberg in Holstein when he died in
1729.81
Married couples could jointly make donations to the home church of one
of the two. In 1628, the church at Bogesund (today’s Ulricehamn, Sweden)
received a chandelier from a Gothenburg couple – the wife being a native of
Bogesund.82 In 1719 the church of Großsolt in the vicinity of Flensburg was
presented with a ship model, donated by a Flensburg merchant and his wife.
The merchant had been born at Großsolt.83 Hans Berg of Kaarma on the island
of Saaremaa donated, in 1596, a chalice to the church of Lääne-Nigula on the
Estonian mainland together with his wife Maya (Margret) whose family
owned the manor house of Tagavere in the parish of Lääne-Nigula where she
possibly had grown up.84
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Not only the native parish might be chosen as recipient of donations by
couples. Peder Krog, bishop of Trondheim in Norway, and his wife donated
at the end of the seventeenth century two candlesticks to Onsbjerg church on
the Danish island of Samsø. Krog had earlier been pastor at Onsbjerg.85 In
1706, district revenue officer Tyge Thomsen in Ålborg and his wife Geske
Blum donated a pulpit to the church of Nibe in Northern Jutland. They had
been living in the parish from 1693 to 1702, when Thomsen served as a district
judge.86
Collections arranged by state authorities
When a parish was badly in need of money – for instance to rebuild its church
after a fire – state authorities could allow collections to be held throughout the
territory. Collections were also made for Lutheran parishes in foreign
countries.87 In the case of collections, however, there were no particular bonds
between the many donators and the parish in question. Donations for
parishes in need were not only made by individuals but also out of the chests
of wealthier parishes.88
Donations of redundant church furnishings
When replacing old church furnishings, wealthy parishes would not always
sell unneeded items to other parishes (as mentioned above). Sometimes they
would simply give them away to parishes that had use for them, as did Our
Savior’s church in Copenhagen in 1699 with (a pair of) candlesticks, a
chasuble and a pulpit. They were given to Kærby church, “a poor church in
Jutland.” Interestingly, two of these items the Copenhagen church had itself
received as gifts from the Danish king in 1640, who had taken the chasuble
from the chapel of the royal palace in Copenhagen.89
Royal gifts
How frequent were royal donations as the ones just mentioned? Many
churches are decorated with royal insignia or with the coats of arms of a
governor. In several cases there is evidence for these elevated persons actually
having made donations to the church, for instance by allocating building
materials or real estate.90 In other cases it is clear or at least likely that the
decorations only served as signs of authority and indirectly as a dating device
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(“from the days of king so-and-so”) with no contribution by the king or the
governor to the church in question.91 Even though the Danish king
maintained a chapel and a court-preacher at his palace in Copenhagen, most
churches in town offered – apparently on their own expenses – special seating
arrangements for the royal family who, however, were no members of these
parishes.92 The royals, in their turn, would frequently make donations to these
churches.93 Royal gifts, all in all, did play an important rôle in the finances of
many parishes but they are difficult to pinpoint without detailed research
since a royal monogram is no useful criterion for a king’s financial
contribution.
Burial monuments
Yet another group of items of foreign origin in or near churches is made up of
tombstones or other burial monuments. In many a case the person interred
will just accidentally have died abroad and needed to be buried.94 If the
family was of sufficient means, a memorial might be erected later – either
produced back home or where the person had died. In the church of Our
Lady at Visby on Gotland, for instance, one can see the tombstone and the
epitaph for a Lubeck burgomaster, who died in 1566,95 while two tombstones
with Low German inscriptions were placed in the church of Östergarn on the
same island in 1620, commemorating men from Rostock.96 The church of
Allinge on Bornholm was once decorated with an epitaph for a young
German nobleman who had died on his way to Sweden in 1577.97 On the
island of Christiansø off Bornholm a Lubeck shipmaster was buried in 1737
and is commemorated by a tombstone in the churchyard.98 In these cases the
usual fees will have been paid, but the burial monuments can still be seen as
donations to the church, though personal ties to the parish did not necessarily
exist.99
Quite another matter were the elaborate tombs in churches of central
importance to a territory. The cathedrals of Sleswick, Uppsala and Tallinn, for
instance, served as burial sites for leading members of the nobility.100 In
conjunction with such burials, other items could be donated as well. In 1632,
for instance, Uppsala cathedral received a chalice, a wine-jug, a wafer-box
and two candlesticks on the occasion of a noble burial.101 In 1648, Countess
Ebba Leijonhufvud donated a chandelier – not made of the usual brass, but of
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silver – when her daughter was buried in Uppsala cathedral.102 The church
also received a large endowment in real estate from the countess.103 The most
splendid example of a burial site for non-parish members constitutes Roskilde
cathedral. All Danish kings since the Reformation (and some of their
medieval predecessors) have been buried there, often very lavishly.104
Anonymous donations
Anonymous gifts not only occurred as coins dropped into almsboxes but also
as more substantial donations for a certain purpose. Understandably, it is
difficult to say much about the background in such cases. In 1711, at a time of
plague, St Peter’s German church in Copenhagen received two such gifts. An
unknown man donated 110 rixdollars to the church, while an unknown
woman gave 50 dollars (Schlechtedahler) for the parish’s poor (Hauß=Armen).105
These particular donations seem to have been made by strangers and should
be distinguished from other cases in which it appears that the donators
belonged to the parish but wished to remain anonymous.106
Trophies and booties of war
Some items of foreign origin were placed in churches as war trophies. One
such example can be seen at Glückstadt. After the Danish fleet had captured
an anchor in 1630 from a ship, possibly even the flagship, of the Hamburg
fleet in an encounter on the Elbe, the anchor was, on the order of the king,
appended as a memorial to the tower of the church at nearby Glückstadt.107 In
Sleswick cathedral, a Danish flag was on display said to be the original
Danebrog fallen from the Estonian skies in 1219, lost to a Ditmarsh peasant
army in 1500 but recovered in 1559.108 Four Ditmarsh flags, on the other hand,
were suspended from the vault of a chapel of Our Lady’s church in
Copenhagen. The same church also held flags taken from the Swedes during
the campaigns of Frederik II and Christian IV.109 War booties are on display as
well in Uppsala: a woman’s dress from the fourteenth century was removed
from Roskilde cathedral in 1659 and deposited in Uppsala cathedral in 1665
together with a flag and a whetstone – all said to have belonged to the
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish ruler Margaret I (who died in 1412).110
While these trophies had memorial functions, other war seizures were
put to liturgical use. A cope taken in Poland was worn by the Swedish
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archbishop after it had been donated to Uppsala cathedral in 1707. At the
same time the cathedral received a chalice and a chasuble – with illustrations
showing Marian miracles! – of Polish origin. All these items were given by a
nobleman and his wife – not living at Uppsala.111 Chalices apparently taken
by soldiers of the Swedish army campaigning in Denmark in 1657–60 now
serve parishes in Sandseryd (Småland) and Gittelde (Brunswick), still
preserving their original inscriptions in Danish telling where the items
originally belonged to, but it is unfortunately not known, who donated them
to their present churches.112
Unintended gifts
Other church furnishings had a martial background, but they were, so to
speak, given directly by the enemy as the following two examples from
Copenhagen illustrate. A red-hot canon-ball shot by the Swedes towards St
Nicholas church when laying siege to the town in 1658 was later on display in
this church, with an added inscription explaining the item’s history.113
Similarly, some vaults of the burial chapels of St Peter’s German church are
adorned with canon-balls dating from the English bombardment in 1807.114
The enemies had hardly fired these canon-balls in order to have them serve as
decorations in churches.
Unintended gifts were not only the result of wars. Onsbjerg church on
the island of Samsø owns a gilt bronze crucifix dated c. 1200. A memorial
tablet of 1596 informs spectators that the crucifix was washed ashore together
with a corpse.115 As the inscription incorporates a well-known narrative motif
– four horses could not draw the corpse to the first two churches but two
horses could easily transport it to Onsbjerg – this story should not necessarily
be taken at face value.116 A date for the arrival of the crucifix is not mentioned,
but in any case we may conclude that this form of acquisition was conceivable
on the island at the end of the sixteenth century.
Bones of stranded whales or of exceptionally large fishes could, too, end
up in churches. Some were exposed as a memorial of an unusual catch, while
others – particularly in inland churches – were viewed as relics of antediluvial
giants.117
Timing of donations
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While the timing of many donations will have depended on the life
circumstances of the donators, there is a certain tendency that the building
and repair of churches attracted donations. In 1729 a man in Dresden donated
a chalice to St Peter’s German church in Copenhagen. That was the year
following a Copenhagen conflagration in which the German church had
burned down to the walls. Collections were made, among others, in German
towns. Assumedly this was a response in kind and not in cash.118 In the same
year, a burgher of Randers donated a chandelier to Blackfriars’ Church at
Viborg (Jutland), which had been devastated by a fire three years earlier.119
The painting of a gallery and the gift of a baptismal dish to the Gotlandic
parish of Hellvi coincided, as has already been mentioned, with a major
renovation of this church.
Donations of stolen items
This essay would not be complete without mentioning the case of a donation
found to be inacceptable. In 1680, the German church in Gothenburg was
presented with a bell, but since the donator, a privateer, had taken it from the
already mentioned Danish island of Sejerø, the churchwardens had the bell
shipped back to its rightful owners.120 In Denmark, however, the story about
the return of the bell was later embellished with a miraculous motif: When
rung at Gothenburg, the bell would not make a sound, but on other occasions
it would ring of itself!121
The church of Rø on the island of Bornholm held a (now lost) chalice
with a German inscription dated 1664, stating that lieutenant colonel Stahl
had had it made for a Swedish regiment and that officers and soldiers had
contributed to it. It is assumed that the chalice had been onboard the Swedish
ships which stranded off Bornholm in 1678. The story goes that a peasant had
managed to secure himself the chalice from a stranded ship but became afraid
of keeping the holy vessel for himself and therefore donated it to the
church.122 Be that as it may, the churchwardens, in any case, seem to have
accepted the chalice without any nags of conscience.
Conclusions
The material assembled in this essay can be arranged in four groups which
partly overlap. Firstly, donations made accidentally to the parish in question:
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funeral monuments in the case of sudden death or enemy canon-balls.
Secondly, a large group of donations reflecting attendance of a particular
church. To this group belong the examples listed in the sections on economic
connections and on former ties to the parish. Votive gifts, too, should be
subsumed under this heading, even though the church in question was not
attended by listening to sermons but rather played a central rôle in the
donator’s prayers. The cases from the section on chartered rights also belong
to this group, but at the same time they fit into a third group which is
characterised by attempts to stress the status of individuals or institutions.
Further examples from this group can be found in the sections on territorial
dependancy, patronage, royal gifts, burial monuments in churches of central
importance and war trophies, while some of the examples listed to illustrate
family ties might also fit into this third group. Obviously, gifts in the second
group also served to stress the status of their donators, but the choice of the
particular church was determined by the donators’ personal relations to the
parish. A fourth group consists of charity for parishes in need: giving away
redundant church furnishings or contributing to collections throughout the
territory.
The geographical dimensions of donations by strangers range from the
regional to the transnational. Some donations, such as the pompous funerals
of kings and nobles in central churches, operated within the boundaries of the
respective territories. Votive gifts, on the other hand, would not pay heed to
political boundaries, but normally they would not be donated over long
distances – except when given by seafarers to votive churches specialising in
this profession. Donations growing out of economic connections, finally,
regularly transcended political boundaries.
For scholars interested in transnational history and histoire croisée, many
examples presented in this essay might appear to be what they have been
looking for.123 However, I am not convinced that concentrating on the
geographic and linguistic distances between those giving and receiving
donations would capture the essential of these social acts. Donations by
strangers occurred frequently in Lutheran parishes and followed certain
patterns. The fact that some donations simultaneously transcended national
or linguistic boundaries, however, did not really distinguish them from the
gifts of strangers who had not come such a long way.
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Whether a donation turned out to be a benefit or a burden to the parish
in the long run remains an open question in many cases. While local donators
of chandeliers and sconces often made provisions for the maintenance of their
gifts (candles, repairs etc.),124 this might have occurred less frequently in the
case of donations by strangers. Donations in cash will certainly not have
entailed hidden costs, while items made out of gold, silver or brass will have
kept their metal value even when broken. Funeral monuments, on the other
hand, were difficult to put to other uses (except for other burials after the
inscription had been replaced).125
Without studying account books we often do not know who donated
certain items to a particular church, but even when studying account books
this remains frequently obscure, since there was no need to document gifts in
kind in such records. This is a general problem when trying to assess parish
finances with the help of account books, and scholars conducting this kind of
research have often not reckoned with donations by strangers.
A frequently used formula in inscriptions explains the purpose of a
donation in the following way: “To the glory of God, to the decoration of the
church and to the eternal memory of XY.” This quite adequately describes the
purposes of donations as a whole, but in individual cases the three aims will
have carried different weight. The group of donations emphasising the status
of the donator, for instance, certainly does appear to contain more monumenta
vanitatis than monumenta pietatis.126
When recommending an essay on donations by Sønderborg shipmasters
to churches on Gotland to be printed in Sønderjyske årbøger, an anonymous
reviewer remarked that the cases discussed were bordering on quaintness
(“på grænsen til det kuriøse”). This was a state-of-the-art assessment, since
the established ways of studying church furnishings consisted of considering
individual churches, certain kinds of furnishings or the works of individual
artists. Phenomena occurring sporadically – but studied over the entire
Lutheran area fairly regularly – were dismissed as isolated cases out of an
ignorance of similar cases from other territories. The examples presented in
this essay, however, assumedly represent no more than the top of a minor
iceberg. Only when redirecting the approach from the parochial, the generic
and the individual to Lutheranism as a whole, such occurrences will come
into focus.
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Obviously, reading general surveys from different countries will not
lead any further here, since they will not mention such “excentrical” cases
either. What is needed is empirical research with a very wide horizon. The
work of individual scholars capable of encompassing the entire Lutheran area
– also in linguistic terms – will certainly prove to be more fruitful than
collective projects in which each scholar, once more, only studies his home
country. How should the general editor of such anthologies become aware of
the ubiquity of “excentric” cases if he does not know the source material from
other countries himself? The single scholar approach just outlined – and
applied in this essay – seems to be more truly transnational than multi-author
multi-national compilations or superficial second-hand scholarship127 on the
basis of studies in languages of international currency. Concerning church
furnishings, the best approach seems to be to start with scholarly descriptions
of churches as published in several national and regional series and to go
deeper into the secondary literature or the archival material once relevant
items have been identified.
Art historians, folklorists and historians specialising in German
Lutheranism have for three decades now discussed how theological teaching
influenced the life of laypeople.128 These works, however, concentrate on the
German language area and do not consider Lutherans in northern and
northeastern Europe. Nordic scholars, on the other hand, started to
investigate such questions several decades earlier, but they would not devote
much attention to Germany.129 This is somewhat strange, since hardly any of
these scholars would wish to claim that linguistic or national borders were
more important to the religious cultures of the early modern period than
confessional boundaries. Despite different languages, political systems and
occasional theological nuances (e. g., concerning the acceptance of the 1577
Formula of Concord), religious practice in all Lutheran countries was, indeed,
rather similar, waiting for scholars to create an overall picture or to view the
history of one country in the light of the other Lutheran territories.130 The
donations by strangers discussed in this essay can only contribute a few dots
to a comprehensive picture of Lutheranism, but they clearly show that only
the treatment of the entire Lutheran area allows us to discern common traits
which are easily overlooked when studying smaller regions.131
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While there is no reason to doubt that donations by foreigners worked in
the same way in the few Lutheran territories from which no examples have
been quoted, it can be assumed that in other confessions donations by
foreigners occurred as well and often in similar ways, but since no systematic
studies on donations by foreigners appear to exist for Catholic, Orthodox and
Reformed parish churches, this remains an hypothesis. Future research might
uncover some differences between confessions which probably can be
explained by the following factors:
1) Whereas Reformed and Lutheran churches almost exclusively served as
parish churches, many donations by Catholic and Orthodox locals and
foreigners were made to chapels and monasteries, possibly reducing the
importance of votive gifts to parish churches in comparison with
Lutheranism.
2) Different relations between church and state might have influenced the
frequency of royal gifts, of donations stressing territorial dependancy, of
collections arranged by state authorities and of the display of war trophies in
churches.
3) Patronage might have played another rôle in places where responsibilities
for the upkeep of churches and the ownership of church buildings were
arranged in different ways.
4) The availability of church burials to laypersons determined to which extent
grave monuments to foreigners can be expected to be found in churches.
5) As the major confessions in Europe differed in certain religious tenets, this
will have influenced donations, too. Teachings on good deeds had some
impact on whether donations were made at all, views on what items it was
appropriate to have in churches obviously restricted resp. enlarged the choice
of donations and the theology of vows determined whether there should be
votive gifts.132
Despite these probable differences, future research on parish finances
would be well advised to consider donations by foreigners and not to rely
exclusively on parish accounts. This would lead to a less parochial approach
in parish studies, directing due attention to numerous interactions of parishes
with the wider world. When studying a larger region, many a local
“exception” might prove to be part of a larger pattern, as turned out to be the
case with donations by foreigners in Lutheranism.
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